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Prepare for a HIGHER Level of Learning! 
 
Success in Economics at U of T requires more than just 
attending lectures, reading the textbook, and taking good 
lecture notes.  Those of you who have taken Economics in 
high school may think you have an advantage, but beware.  
What you most likely have is a false perception of 
understanding.  As one student who took OAC economics 
said after he wrote his first Eco100 Test, “I was walking 

around like I knew everything, then got 

smashed!”  
 
The reality is that the class average is usually a “C”. That 
means most people will get less than a “B”, and many will 
fail.  The reason is that the Eco100 tests at U of T go far 
beyond the textbook and what is taught in lectures.  The tests 
will force you to apply your knowledge, which is far different 
from high school which largely forced you to regurgitate 
information (i.e. memorization).  Thus the recipe for success 
in high school will not work in university.  I am not trying to 
scare anyone but instead give you a “heads up”  about 
the reality.  So change your strategy now, don’t 

wait and risk getting a poor grade!! 
 
The secret to Success 
 
PRACTICE! That’s right! You must practice DOING  economic 
problems.  Only by doing problems can you be assured you 
understand the material.  Which problems are best to 
practice from ? OLD TESTS! Study from old tests! Study from 
old tests! Study from your Profs  old tests! Not because 
these questions will be repeated (likely won’t happen).  
Rather you will practicing from the best set of questions.  
Agree? The old tests will force you to apply the concepts.  It 
will test your understanding.  And since each Prof has 
different tests it allows you to see their style of questions and 
allows you to focus on what’s important.  So get your Profs 
tests, as many as possible, and start practicing.  Do not wait 
till the last minute.  So success, or increased probability of 
success, is simple.  If you can do the old tests then you’re 
ready.   
 



 
 
ANOTHER SECRET 

 

If you’re pressed for time, or find it too difficult, or just 
want to learn if faster & easier, then come to ECO 

MAN,  I’ll explain this stuff from scratch .  I’ll wrap 
your mind around the concepts we’ll apply it the old 
tests.  with me you will learn the material faster, and will 
find the old tests easy.  I will focus on the main points, 
and show you to apply each concept, and will use old 
tests to prove your understanding. 
 
You will have a complete understanding of the material 
and full confidence in your ability to succeed.  I have 
the best resources( all your Profs old tests) and 
the most experience (20 yrs at U of T).  I 
have helped thousands of students and explained the 
material thousands of times.  I have seen millions of 
questions and know all the tricks.  You will be amazed 
at how easy this stuff is after coming to my sessions.  
We’ll meet 1.5 weeks before each test, in groups 
consisting of students from the same Prof.  I can 
prepare you in 2 sessions(approx 3hrs each) 
 

GET THE ECOMAN ADVANTAGE:  
Learn the material Fast & Easy! 

 
“DON’T BE AN AVERAGE STUDENT… 

… I AM NOT YOUR AVERAGE TUTOR!” 
 
Quality Guarantee:  
 
ECO MAN Guarantees a Perfect understanding.  If 
you’re not impressed and amazed, then the session is 
FREE, no charge, no questions asked!! 
 
ECO MAN will exceed your Expectations!! 


